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PROGRAM
Matthew Laing - Liebeslied 
Tristan Murail - C’est un jardin secret, ma soeur, ma fiancée, une 
fontaine close, une source scellée 
Angus Davison - Garden Suite 

Henry Justo 
(hatched academy - associate artist) 

interval
Peter Ablinger — Ohne Titel 1 - 10 (quartet) 5’ 
Rebecca Saunders — Hauch (solo violin) 7’ 
Claude Vivier — Piece for Violin and Clarinet (violin and clarinet) 5’ 
Biliana Voutchkova — Ruins of Rules (solo violin) 7’ 
Billion & Clay — Duo 10’ 
Quartet Improvisation 7’ 

biliana voutchkova 
clayton thomas 

Ensemble offspring 
(claire edwardes 

+ jason noble) 

more info about the artists tiny.cc/forbiddenthings

Henry Justo 
(viola) 

Biliana Voutchkova 
(violin) 

Clayton Thomas 
(double bass) 

Claire Edwardes 
(percussion) 

Jason Noble 
(clarinet) 



WILLIAM BARTON & VERONIQUE SERRET: A fusion of musical landscapes encapsulating the very essence of art culture 
and history. Two instruments the didgeridoo and the violin hand crafted from the trees of the earth that together transcend 
upon a common musical ground creating a tonal and melodically grounding journey of rhythmic energy. Like the river flow of 
life the bird calls of ancient whispers call out from the great escarpment of the Australian landscape to the oceans of our earth 
and to the universe beyond.  NIKI JOHNSON: A music and dance performance exploring movement as expression of sound, 
and movement as expression in response to sound. 

doors open 
7:00pm 

music starts 
7:30pm

where 
the newsagency / annandale 

tickets $35/20 
backstagemusic.com.au

backstage music  
a living space for living musicTHURSDAYS  @

Backstage Music is an artist-run series of 
concerts featuring early career and established 
artists with a passion for the music of our time. 
BackStage Music is run by Lamorna Nightingale, 
Elizabeth Jigalin and Angus Davison

about

NOV 7 7pm ensemble offspring - lone hemispheres carriageworks 
Lone Hemispheres features chamber musicians as soloists in works inspired by masterpieces of the European 
avant-garde. Music by Donatoni, Berio, Ricketson, Younan and Coehlo 
 http://ensembleoffspring.com/the-music/upcoming-shows/lonehemispheres/

NOV 22/25 7pm spiral - over tempe jets / woodburn creatives
This year, SPIRAL has worked hard on guitarist Josh Winestock's post-minimalist love-letter 'Over', a major 
work that attempts to bring together SPIRAL's musical skills and inspirations. 
 https://www.facebook.com/spiralensemble/

backstage community announcements


